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You are here: home » Free Download Download free online content here. Simply click the download button for the course you purchased and download the additional content for free. For all-audio courses, you can download the written audio script or activity pdfs here. 5 minutes Basic
Confident Study Card A light, beginner-level book course with audio CD featuring 99 short, engaging lessons. This student package includes a course book, 3 audio CDs and access to a fun quiz app – perfect for beginners. This set of advanced beginner boxes includes a traditional course
book, audio CD with dialogues, plus access to online audio. These robust boxes include 1,000 small, reversible study cards for beginner/intermediate students. Take your language skills, cultural understanding and trust to open up your world with Berlitz.Effective. Flexible. Accessible.
Learning a new language has never been more accessible. Using the same proven techniques that we have pioneered over 140 years; we offer a class experience in the living room. We offer three different online options – Private, Group and On Demand. Regardless of budget, experience
or objectives, we have a course for you. Fill out the form below and we will contact you to discuss your learning options and answer any questions you may have. Fill out the form below and we will contact you to discuss your learning options and answer any questions you may have. ...
From the administration to the two teachers I worked with, I found great professionalism and quality. The two courses I had improved my knowledge from the base to a very good level... Gabriel, USASome organizations that learn foreign languages with us: ... and provide sufficient levels to
keep most learners on track. Berlitz English Premier is an English language learning system or software that helps people learn English. According to most online reviews of customers, software is among the best English systems/software courses available on the market. The course is
available at different levels for beginners, intermediate and advanced students. According to most users, the system is great for personal, business and travel use and also if you are interested in learning English as quickly as possible, ie within 30 days. The history of the company Berlitz
Before considering the course further, it is important to look at the short history of the company that makes Berlitz English Premier know exactly what to expect. Berlitz was founded over a century ago (135 years ago) by a language tutor named Maximilian D. Berlitz. He company in 1878,
after coming up with a new method of teaching foreign languages (Source: Wikipedia). He used a unique approach known as the Berlitz Method, which became very successful by earning it a gold standard in language training. For over 135 years, his company has helped millions of people
learn and speak new languages. Ihs Ihs also helped international and cultural organisations break down cultural barriers successfully. Today, Berlitz is the world's leading provider of language training and cultural advisory services. At this point, it is fair to assume that The English Berlitz was
made by one of the best and most experienced team of language tutors in the world. The fact that the company has an excellent track record of 135 years is enough to convince you to buy the English course. Let the AU however take a deeper look at the course before making any
assumptions. What do you get with the Premier package? When you buy The English Berlitz software for $39.95, you get the following; 4 Audio Berlitz CDs, iPod exercises, interactive games, flash cards and free email support. The price is extremely reasonable compared to the price of
similar language courses in the market e.g. Rosetta Stone, which costs over $355.98 and does not offer features, would be interactive native speaker videos, notes recording functionality, custom vocabulary lists e.t.c It is nevertheless important to note that there are many other English
learning systems cost ing under $30 , which can match the English berlitz system. Further on the description, the resources you get with English Berlitz will help you hone your focus using advanced speech recognition. You will also be able to play interactive language games that make it
fun to learn English. You will also have access to videos of native English speakers to help you perfectly you're English. All this will be done at your own pace. The language learning system is easy to use. The main features of the system are designed to involve students to make the English
learning process fun, easy and interactive. The language learning system will help you learn English faster than most English language learning courses on the market today. It is important to note that the Berlitz English learning system has been used by many notable organizations around
the world. You are not just buying any other English learning course. Institutions such as the US defence and state departments used English berlitz before success. The language learning system has also been used by many Fortune 500 companies. There is simply no other English
learning system that can match berlitz English standards and effectiveness. Below are the main benefits of the Berlitz English learning system under the Berlitz Company, which would to convince you to buy the system. Features You can learn English in the comfort of your home: Berlitz
English language learning system is designed with Windows and Macintosh capabilities. You may be able to learn English at home comfortably using your personal computer. The system engages users in 4 main ways that help you learn English faster and more efficiently. For example, you
can learn English through audio learning, multimedia multimedia flash card system and speech analysis. Audio learning simply involves learning English through real conversations. Multimedia learning involves learning using videos. The flash card system helps strengthen learning, while
speech analysis helps improve pronunciation using practical conversations. You can learn English on the way: This is another benefit of the Berlitz English learning system. After being mentioned above, the English berlitz learning system comes with 4 audio CDs that can be used to learn
English while you are on the road for example in your car while driving. Most English learning courses on the market under $100 do not have custom audio CDs for mobile learning. These resources are very important for busy people who don't have time to learn English in stationary central
locations. The Berlitz English Language Learning System simply allows you to learn English while doing other tasks, such as jogging, walking e.t.c. using mobile devices, such as iPod,Smartphones. e.t.c. which is very convenient. This pro can double as a cone when considering the
dangers of multitasking for example, driving while learning. The language learning system has a variety of levels: This is another important benefit of the Berlitz English language learning system. Very few language learning systems on the market today offer the type of level variety you get
with the Berlitz English learning system. This makes the system suitable for any kind of English student. After being mentioned above, the system has 3 levels namely beginner, intermediate and advanced. If you want to start learning English from scratch, the beginner level is perfect for you
because it teaches you the basics for example, greetings, introductions, e.t.c. numbers. The intermediate level focuses on improving pronunciationthrough conversation. Advanced level helps you give yourself the confidence you need to express your opinions and ideas as you speak
English. This level will help you speak English as a native English speaker. The language learning system is cheap: This is another important benefit of the Berlitz English language learning system. The system is cheap considering that it costs you $39.95 to get a variety of resources for
example, flash cards with over 1000 vocabulary phrases and words. Most English learning systems offering the same type of resources cost over $100. The system is also cheap given that it is prepared by a foreign language company of with over 130 years of experience in tutoring
language. Money back guarantee: Another benefit of The English Berlitz is to get a 6 month 100% money back guarantee. Most language learning systems do not come with guarantees that allow you enough time to test the system. If you do not find the system useful, you can return it
before 6 months are over to get a full refund. Use Real Life Good Conversations for on-the-go learning rather cheap less value than other courses User Navigation Headphones Missing In summary, the Berlitz English learning system is effective. Many customer reviews support this fact.
The system, however, does not lack the cons. The most notable cone is the lack of depth. Although the system costs $39.95, the course also offers less value than other courses on the market. The half-year money-back guarantee is great. Despite these cons, Berlitz English is still the best
English course on the market. Market.
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